An engine room simulator as an educational tool for marine engineers relating to explosion and fire prevention of marine diesel engines
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Abstract
The paper presents basic information about the prevention of explosions and fires in marine engines, with particular reference to explosions in the crankcase. It also discusses the possibility of using engine room simulators in educating marine officer engineers to prevent dangerous situations during actual marine diesel operation. Two scenarios have been shown that illustrate the developments in the case of improper operation of main bearings while the operation of an engine safety system is intact and there is lack/override/failure of safety systems. In scenario I the main engine shut down occurs and scenario II simulates an explosion in the crankcase.

Introduction

The transportation system is highly reliable owing to the safe and effective operation of vessels, which are a basic means of global transportation. In 2012, over 80% of the world volume of goods was transported by ships (Rozmarynowska, 2012). The current development of a global merchant fleet is oriented towards the operation of vessels of an increasingly bigger size to improve their deadweight tonnage.

The piston combustion engine is today the most technologically developed heat engine, reaching an overall efficiency of over 55%. High profitability and availability of petrochemical fuels make piston combustion engines the basic energy source for vessels. It is estimated that combustion engines are components of 90–92% of currently operated ship propulsion systems (Piotrowski & Witkowski, 1996; Chybowski, Laskowski & Gawdzińska, 2015). The nominal power of the biggest low-speed two-stroke diesel engines exceeds 75,000 kW. High efficiency and power are obtained when engines with an extremely large stroke are used, which leads to the bigger size of most modern engines. For instance, a 14-cylinder 14RT-Flex96C engine by Wärtsilä is 13.5 m high, 27.3 m long, weighs over 2,300 tonnes and reaches the power of 81,300 kW.

The above-mentioned parameters of modern marine engines directly lead to serious consequences with their potential damage, including fire and explosion. Main modern marine engines have to guarantee the safety of ship operation by means of the systems they consist of, enabling operation in emergency conditions (e.g. with one cylinder suspended, a failed turbocharger, etc.) and protecting against engine damage (e.g. by using fuel oil and scrapping oil drainage installations, alarm systems, slow down function, shut down function).
(Wärtsilä, 1998; Holness, 2005). They are also equipped with systems minimising the consequences of failure (e.g. explosion flaps, firefighting systems, bursting discs, safety valves) (Schaller, 2005; Chybowski & Grzebieniak, 2009a; 2009b; Hoerbriger, 2015).

Despite technological progress, ship crews are exposed to serious hazards, including fires and explosions. The prevention of emergency states in ship operation, especially in relation to the crew and transported goods, is a very important aspect (Chybowski & Grzebieniak, 2009c; Marine diesels, 2015). The process of training seafarers to become highly qualified marine engineers understanding physical and chemical phenomena, familiarised with the conditions for fire to start and aware of the consequences of an engine emergency operation state, is a very important element of fire and engine explosion prevention (Marine diesels, 2015).

Fire and explosion

Engine rooms are places that are vulnerable to fires and explosions due to the always present factors causing them (Chybowski, 2014). Fire is uncontrollable and a spontaneous oxidation of material in the process of combustion. Fire starts when a flammable material, oxidant and a source of heat with a sufficient quantity of energy are present. Flammable materials are substances that, as a result of heating, emit a sufficient quantity of gases to ignite and continue to burn in air. Oxygen, in turn, is one of the most active chemical elements that react with many other chemical elements and compounds. If the combustion process is rapid, it is accompanied by lighting effects and high temperatures (Schaller, 2015).

Explosion is a rapid increase in volume and release of energy, usually with generation of high temperatures, pressure, radiation emission (e.g. lighting, sparks) and acoustic waves (e.g. thunder). Explosions are the results of rapid exothermic chemical reactions (e.g. combustion), particularly branching chain reactions and rapid physical phenomena (e.g. steam boiler and gas pressure vessel explosions).

“Chemical explosions”, of fuel oils or lube oils (air mixtures) for example, result in large quantities of gas products during primary and secondary reactions and the occurrence of many physical phenomena, such as an increase of gas volume in rapidly rising temperatures, and liquid evaporation and sublimation of solids in an explosion-hazard area among other things.

Explosion causes high-pressure waves. We talk of a true explosion when a shock wave or blast overpressure propagates at a velocity over 400 m/s but below the maximum possible velocity for a given explosive. Explosion at the maximum velocity specified for a given explosive is called detonation, while a combustion or reaction wave propagating at a velocity less than a speed of 400 m/s is called deflagration.

Marine engines are machines full of places, outside and inside, where fire or explosion can start: the crankcase, under piston spaces, scavenge air receiver, exhaust gas manifold, lubrication system, gearbox, fuel supply system, leak detection and drainage system (Wärtsilä, 1998; Chybowski & Grzebieniak, 2009b). Explosions in crankcases are one of the most serious that can occur. They are caused by improper operation of the stuffing box, fires in the scavenge air receiver and seizure of bearings in the crank system.

The first references to explosions in the crankcase date back to the beginnings of diesel engine production, as noted by Rudolf Diesel. But, more insights into the issue were provided after 1947, when a crankcase exploded on board the Reina del Pacífico. Twenty-eight people lost their lives there (Chybowski, 2014). At first, technologies alleviating the effects of explosions were developed. Only later were the causes of explosions and ways to prevent them considered.

Explosions in crankcases

Fuel or lubricating oils in a liquid state do not create a fire hazard but their vapours do. Evaporation requires energy. An engine compressing fuel, a hot spot or a flame might be the source. Fuel supplied to the injector under high pressure might leak in the form of a stream and get to a hot spot where it evaporates. An enlarging vapour cloud moves away from the heat source and it cools to form a mist composed of very small droplets.

During formation and propagation of the mist, the part located close to the hot spot might reach the temperature of ignition and then the whole vapour cloud will ignite.

Hydraulic oil leaking from a high-pressure pipe forms a flammable mist, similarly to fuel, when it contacts a hot spot. A similar process takes place inside the engine (Figure 1), when there is a defect causing local overheating of interacting components. This phenomenon was described and explained in the 1950s when crankcase explosions were common and in the 1970s due to explosions in reduction gears used in shipping (Nowosad, 2009; Ślesicki, 2009; Patejuk, 2011).
First oil mist detectors (OMD), based on the principle of light absorption, were introduced in the early 1960s by British companies specialising in fire protection.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1. Functional elements of a crosshead engine where mist might be formed (Schaller, 2015)**

In the 1970s, a number of ships equipped with medium speed trunk engines significantly increased in comparison to ships with crosshead engines. Both solutions reached increasingly higher powers so that they worked under higher loads. The increased load that engine components were exposed to had to be accompanied by an increase in the lubrication of interacting components. The load increase involved a higher risk of overheating engine components; therefore the requirements concerning monitoring of the oil mist level were no longer limited to the crankcase explosion prewarning. Early detection of hot spots in the crankcase became very important as it could protect the engine against serious damage.

Classification societies had special requirements for oil mist detectors installed in unmanned class engine rooms. Unfortunately, OMDs available then could not fulfill these requirements. It was caused by a lack of knowledge about the behaviour of oil mist formed around the crankcase and the limitations of OMD construction. The sensitivity of devices was too high, and analysing samples took too long, so early detection of a breakdown failed. Improper maintenance caused many false alarms (Nowosad, 2009).

Introducing new devices available at that time such as LEDs and applying simplified systems for the suction of crankcase gases gradually increased trust in these type of devices.

Today we know how dangerous oil mist is, and therefore, an understanding how it is formed, what properties it has and what mist concentration is needed to cause an explosion, really matters. Drop-

lets are more flammable because their surface-volume ratio is higher. Thus, a droplet is more sensitive to heat from a potential source of ignition and a greater surface, compared to the liquid, has contact with the oxygen contained in the air. The rule is – the smaller the droplets, the lower the temperature of ignition and the greater risk of explosion.

Droplets can be divided into three categories according to their size. The first group is very small droplets with a diameter below 1 µm. The mist composed of such droplets is blue and is formed as a result of oil contacting very hot surfaces (over 800°C). The second group is droplets with a diameter of 1–10 µm, which are formed when the temperature is between 200 and 600°C. Finally, there are droplets with a diameter of over 50 µm, which mechanically form aerosol (e.g. as a result of leakages from high-pressure pipes). It must be added though, that this droplet classification is arbitrary and is not commonly accepted.

Research shows that the longer the way of flame propagation, the more powerful the explosion, and modern two-stroke marine engines have crankcases frequently exceeding the volume of 500 m³. When there is an explosion, the flame front directs down together with the shock wave. Whirlings caused by moving engine components result in mixing of the vapours, and so they intensify the speed and size of the flame, which increases the pressure. Oxygen depletion as a result of combustion decreases the pressure inside the crankcase to below the ambient pressure and the air is sucked from the outside through explosion flaps. Another explosive mixture is formed and another explosion might take place. The second explosion is much stronger. The crankcase door is detached from the wall. On the other hand, if explosion flaps are not activated, the door is detached from the crankcase wall during the first explosion, which will result in the sucking of more air and will bring about an even stronger explosion. The shock wave will transport big amounts of oil mist into the engine room and the fire will propagate outside the crankcase. In extreme cases, the mist expelled in this way might be sucked by the turbine and might ignite as a result of the exhaust gas temperature, leading to more serious damage.

Between 1990 and 2001, the Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (Nowosad, 2009; Laskowski, Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2015), containing about 20% of the global merchant fleet, noted 143 explosions in the crankcase, which is proportional to about 715 explosions associated with the whole fleet and 65 explosions a year. It must be added that these explosions were registered, i.e. they caused serious
damage or someone was injured. Less serious explosions were probably not reported by crews. It is estimated that the real number of explosions is even double what was reported, i.e. 3 explosions a week. The construction and operational properties of two-stroke crosshead engines very often prevent explosions (lower speed and separation of the crankcase from the cylinders), but the results of an explosion might be more disastrous. Therefore, marine engine manufacturers adopt many solutions to predict a potential explosion and when it happens, to minimise its results.

**Educating marine engineers by means of engine room simulators**

The Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping Convention contain specific requirements for the training of seafarers. This document allows training and testing in three basic forms, i.e.:

- Using laboratory equipment;
- Using full mission simulators of the engine room with high quality representation of reality in real time;
- Onboard and at sea.

For many years the Maritime University of Szczecin has used simulators to teach (Chybowski & Idziaszczyk, 2014; Zółkiewski & Pioskowski, 2014; Laskowski, Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2015). One of the training sessions its students do is based on a programmed scenario of causing and preventing explosions in the crankcase of marine engines. The students analyse the situations when there is fire or explosion hazards in the engine and they observe the systems protecting the engine against fire (Ślesicki, 2009). The simulations are carried out on a Konsberg Neptune ERS-MC90-IV simulator. It is a simulation of the engine room of a ship equipped with a two-stroke crosshead diesel engine MAN B&W 5L90MC possessing all auxiliary systems and equipment.

The simulated engine had the following equipment protecting the crankcase against explosion:

- An OMD recording oil mist concentration in the crankcase in real time;
- Temperature sensors for crank system bearings, directly recording the temperature of each bearing;
- A propulsion control system, Autochief, acquiring the information from the sensors and protecting the engine by means of a slow-down, shut-down and load-limit function.

The conditions of a fully loaded ship running ahead with an engine speed of 74/min were simulated. The starting conditions (00:00:00 hrs) of the crank system are shown in Figure 2. The temperature of all bearings was normal.

![Figure 2. Working parameters of the crank system – starting conditions](image)

During an exercise performed by means of the engine room simulator, a decrease in the capacity of lubrication of the main bearings in the main engine was simulated. After simulating the malfunction, the behavior of the OMD in the crankcase was observed, together with the temperature of main bearings and reactions of Autochief protecting the engine against a serious failure. Two cases reflecting selected exploitation states were analysed:

- The seizure of the main bearing during normal operation – a decrease in the capacity of lubrication of main bearing No. 1 in the main engine was simulated, all Autochief safety functions were off;
- The engine operation using highly contaminated lubricating oil and simulating extreme ignorance of the crew relating to the procedures of safe engine room operation.

**Simulation of engine operation – scenario I**

In scenario I, the capacity of lubrication of main bearing No. 1 decreased by 30% when it came to nominal conditions. The temperatures of all bearings in the main engine were recorded continuously (with a temperature monitoring system for the crank system bearings), together with the oil mist concentration inside the crankcase (with an OMD). Autochief fully controlled the engine operation. Figure 3 shows a temperature plot and particular moments when the alarm and/or safety system were activated.
Successively, the following events took place:
1. 00:03:34 hrs – as a result of insufficient lubrication, the temperature of main bearing No. 1 exceeded 72°C, which activated the high temperature alarm of main bearing No. 1;
2. 00:10:27 hrs – the temperature of main bearing No. 1 reached 80°C, the safety system activated the ME SLOW DOWN prewarning alarm;
3. 00:12:27 hrs – the temperature of main bearing No. 1 remained at the same level of 80°C, ME SLOW DOWN was activated by AutoChief;
4. 00:13:36 hrs – the speed decreased to 58 rpm, the load decreased and the temperature of the bearing dropped below 72°C, the high temperature alarm of main bearing No. 1 was deactivated.

Successively, the following events took place:
1. 00:01:46 hrs – the temperature of main bearing No. 1 exceeded 72°C, the alarm went off;
2. 00:01:49 hrs – the temperature of main bearing No. 2 exceeded 72°C, the alarm went off;
3. 00:02:14 hrs – the temperature of main bearing No. 5 exceeded 72°C, the alarm went off;
4. 00:03:45 hrs – the OMD signals high concentration of oil mist in the crankcase, compartment of decrease in the capacity of lubrication of the main bearings in the main engine was simulated, the bearing temperature increased up to 80°C and then rose only insignificantly. Autochief initiated the main engine slow down before the bearing reached a temperature sufficient to form oil mist in the crankcase, which might have been registered by an OMD.
main bearing No. 1, and the temperature of bearing No. 1 equals 104°C at that moment. Seven seconds later, the general alarm was activated that warned of oil mist in the crankcase;

5. 00:04:15 hrs – the OMD signals high concentration of oil mist in the crankcase, compartment of main bearing No. 2, and the temperature of bearing No. 2 equals 102°C at that moment;

6. 00:07:05 hrs – the OMD signals high concentration of oil mist in the crankcase, compartment of main bearing No. 5, and the temperature of bearing No. 5 equals 108°C at that moment;

7. 00:24:24 hrs – an explosion in the crankcase, the simulator informs very serious engine damage.

Figure 7 presents a simulator screen shot during the high oil mist concentration alarm, while Figure 8 shows an ALARM LOG screen shot that took place in the simulation.

![Figure 7. Working parameters of the crank system – the alarm of high oil mist concentration in the crankcase activated, compartments of bearings 1, 2 and 5](image)

![Figure 8. The alarm list under scenario II](image)

In the simulation of scenario II, the lubrication capacity was much lower than in scenario I. Additionally, the decrease of lubrication capacity concerned three out of the five main bearings. It reflects improper maintenance of the crank system components as well as lack of care for the circulating oil purification. The sensors recorded bearing temperatures continuously and the safety system signalled the bearing malfunction when the preset temperature of 72°C was exceeded. No reaction from the safety system that was switched off entailed an increase of bearing temperature, and successively, oil mist concentration. The OMD signalled high oil mist concentration two minutes after the alarm of high temperature of bearing No. 1 set off. In the case of bearing No. 5, for which the simulated decrease of lubrication capacity was smaller, the OMD registered high oil mist concentration much later. The temperature of every bearing exceeded 100°C when oil mist was detected around them by the OMD. The explosion of oil mist in the crankcase occurred 20 minutes after the alarm of high concentration of oil mist was activated by the OMD.

**Conclusions**

There is no doubt that simulators are the safest and the least expensive form of training and testing. Moreover, they have appropriate software to simulate the operation of different types of engines and analyse hazardous situations leading to loss of life or undermining the health of the crew during normal operation of the ship. Such an approach helps to realise the consequences of seemingly unconnected events during engine room operation. Neither a laboratory nor any ship can provide such possibilities.

The scenarios described above might well be used to train marine officer engineers and make them aware of a cause and effect chain of events leading to a safety hazard, causing explosions in the crankcase and teaching the function of main engine auxiliary systems.

As a result of simulations, students get to know that temperature sensors make it possible to locate quickly and exactly where the operational conditions for the crankcase bearing are abnormal and let them protect the engine against an explosion (Wärtsilä, 2009; Kongsberg, 2015). The OMD, on the other hand, identifies problems only in the crankcase internal space but it works well when bearing damages are really serious and big amounts of oil mist are formed in a relatively short time (Kidde, 2005; Wärtsilä, 2006). Besides, the OMD protects the engine against an explosion in a situation when oil mist is not generated by bearings (it applies for over 50% of all explosions in crankcases what is connected with improper operations of the stuffing box or fire in the crankcase or around the engine (Smith, 2001)).
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